OUR VISION
WHERE WE ARE GOING

A library with great heart that empowers great minds.

OUR VALUES
WHAT WE BELIEVE IN

The Library shares the University’s values of integrity, respect, courage, excellence and impact. In addition, we embrace the core values of the Library profession as stated by the Australian Library and Information Association (ALIA):

- Promotion of the free flow of information and ideas through open access to recorded knowledge, information, and creative works
- Connection of people to ideas
- Commitment to literacy, information literacy and learning
- Respect for the diversity and individuality of all people
- Preservation of the human record
- Excellence in professional service to our communities
- Partnerships to advance these values.
LEARNING AND STUDENT EXPERIENCE

In 2019, Curtin Library will:

• Establish a Learning Hub, bringing together digital, information and academic literacies in a flexible online environment.
• Develop a data literacy skills module that will be part of the suite of materials available in the Learning Hub.

RESEARCH AND INNOVATION

In 2019, Curtin Library will:

• Develop and implement a promotion and engagement strategy for Curtin grey literature, higher degree by research theses, and datasets.
• Geolocate and tag photographs in the John Curtin Prime Ministerial Library archives.

ENGAGEMENT AND IMPACT

In 2019, Curtin Library will:

• Host the International Association of University Libraries Conference.
• Partner with public libraries in supporting rural and remote students, including Muresk.

PEOPLE AND CULTURE

In 2019, Curtin Library will:

• Review and relaunch the Library staff site.

GLOBAL POSITIONING

In 2019, Curtin Library will:

• Grow connections between Library staff across Curtin campuses through developing and running a program of technology enabled events with broad aims to share experience, create professional development opportunities and identify opportunities to improve client experience of our services.

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE

In 2019, Curtin Library will:

• Re-evaluate how the Library demonstrates its contribution to learning, teaching and research.
• Explore service excellence and what it means for the Library.
• Develop a ‘Future Library’ roadmap that identifies a long term vision for Curtin University Library.
• Work with the University to implement the Library refurbishment and services upgrade project.